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Adolescenceâ€"beginning with the onset of puberty and ending in the mid-20sâ€"is a critical period of development during which key areas of the
brain mature and develop. These changes in brain structure, function, and connectivity mark adolescence as a period of opportunity to discover
new vistas, to form relationships with peers and adults, and to explore one's developing identity. It is also a period of resilience that can ameliorate
childhood setbacks and set the stage for a thriving trajectory over the life course. Because adolescents comprise nearly one-fourth of the entire U.S.
population, the nation needs policies and practices that will better leverage these developmental opportunities to harness the promise of
adolescenceâ€"rather than focusing myopically on containing its risks. This report examines the neurobiological and socio-behavioral science of
adolescent development and outlines how this knowledge can be applied, both to promote adolescent well-being, resilience, and development, and
to rectify structural barriers and inequalities in opportunity, enabling all adolescents to flourish.
Andrew Hadfield's innovative, wide-ranging study argues that writers often used their works as vehicles to reflect on the state of contemporary
English politics. He offers fresh readings of Shakespeare, Marlowe, More, and many others.
In this book, we study theoretical and practical aspects of computing methods for mathematical modelling of nonlinear systems. A number of
computing techniques are considered, such as methods of operator approximation with any given accuracy; operator interpolation techniques
including a non-Lagrange interpolation; methods of system representation subject to constraints associated with concepts of causality, memory
and stationarity; methods of system representation with an accuracy that is the best within a given class of models; methods of covariance matrix
estimation; methods for low-rank matrix approximations; hybrid methods based on a combination of iterative procedures and best operator
approximation; and methods for information compression and filtering under condition that a filter model should satisfy restrictions associated
with causality and different types of memory. As a result, the book represents a blend of new methods in general computational analysis, and
specific, but also generic, techniques for study of systems theory ant its particular branches, such as optimal filtering and information
compression. - Best operator approximation, - Non-Lagrange interpolation, - Generic Karhunen-Loeve transform - Generalised low-rank matrix
approximation - Optimal data compression - Optimal nonlinear filtering
Classification and Clustering documents the proceedings of the Advanced Seminar on Classification and Clustering held in Madison, Wisconsin on
May 3-5, 1976. This compilation discusses the relationship between multidimensional scaling and clustering, distribution problems in clustering,
and botryology of botryology. The graph theoretic techniques for cluster analysis algorithms, data dependent clustering techniques, and linguistic
approach to pattern recognition are also elaborated. This text likewise covers the discriminant analysis when scale contamination is present in the
initial sample and statistical basis of computerized diagnosis using the electrocardiogram. Other topics include the simple histogram method for
nonparametric classification and optimal smoothing of density estimates. This book is intended for mathematicians, biological scientists, social
scientists, computer scientists, statisticians, and engineers interested in classification and clustering.
A Dictionary of Scientific Units
Human Energy Requirements
Modern Computational Aeroelasticity
An Introduction
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Memoirs of Victorian Working-Class Women
Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum
Foreword by HRH Prince Charles, The Prince of Wales

When Europeans settled in the early South, they quarreled over many things--but few imbroglios were so fierce
as battles over land. Landowners wrangled bitterly over boundaries with neighbors and contested areas became
known as "the devil's lane." Violence and bloodshed were but some of the consequences to befall those who
ventured into these disputed territories. The Devil's Lane highlights important new work on sexuality, race, and
gender in the South from the seventeenth- to the nineteenth-centuries. Contributors explore legal history by
examining race, crime and punishment, sex across the color line, and slander. Emerging stars and established
scholars such as Peter Wood and Carol Berkin weave together the fascinating story of competing agendas and
clashing cultures on the southern frontier. One chapter focuses on a community's resistance to a
hermaphrodite, where the town court conducted a series of "examinations" to determine the individual's gender.
Other pieces address topics ranging from resistance to sexual exploitation on the part of slave women to
spousal murders, from interpreting women's expressions of religious ecstasy to a pastor's sermons about
depraved sinners and graphic depictions of carnage, all in the name of "exposing" evil, and from a case of
infanticide to the practice of state-mandated castration. Several of the authors pay close attention to the social
and personal dynamics of interracial women's networks and relationships across place and time. The Devil's
Lane illuminates early forms of sexual oppression, inviting comparative questions about authority and violence,
social attitudes and sexual tensions, the impact of slavery as well as the twisted course of race relations among
blacks, whites, and Indians. Several scholars look particularly at the Gulf South, myopically neglected in
traditional literature, and an outstanding feature of this collection. These eighteen original essays reveal why the
intersection of sex and race marks an essential point of departure for understanding southern social relations,
and a turning point for the field of colonial history. The rich, varied and distinctive experiences showcased in
The Devil's Lane provides an extraordinary opportunity for readers interested in women's history, African
American history, southern history, and especially colonial history to explore a wide range of exciting issues.
During the past fifteen years there has been a considerable growth of interest in problems of pattern
recognition. Contributions to the blossom of this area have come from many disciplines, including statistics,
psychology, linguistics, computer science, biology, taxonomy, switching theory, communication theory, control
theory, and operations research. Many different approaches have been proposed and a number of books have
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been published. Most books published so far deal with the decision-theoretic (or statistical) approach or the
syntactic (or linguistic) approach. Since the area of pattern recognition is still far from its maturity, many new
research results, both in theory and in applications, are continuously produced. The purpose of this monograph
is to provide a concise summary of the major recent developments in pattern recognition. The five main
chapters (Chapter 2-6) in this book can be divided into two parts. The first three chapters concern primarily with
basic techniques in pattern recognition. They include statistical techniques, clustering analysis and syntactic
techniques. The last two chapters deal with applications; namely, picture recognition, and speech recognition
and understanding. Each chapter is written by one or two distinguished experts on that subject. The editor has
not attempted to impose upon the contributors to this volume a uniform notation and terminol ogy, since such
notation and terminology does not as yet exist in pattern recognition.
Researchers and agencies collect reams of objective data and authors publish volumes of subjective prose in
attempts to explain what is meant by environmental quality. Still, we have no universally recognized methods for
combining our quantitative measures with our qualitative concepts of environ ment. Not all of our environmental
goals should be reduced to mere numbers, but many of them can be; and without these quantitative terms, we
have no way of defining our present position nor of selecting positions we wish to attain on any logically
established scale of environmental values. Stated simply, in our zeal to measure our environment we often
forget that masses of numbers describing a system are insufficient to understand it or to be used in selecting
goals and priorities for expending our economic and human resources. Attempts at quantitatively describing
environmental quality, rather than merely measuring different environmental variables, are relatively recent. This
condensing of data into the optimum number of terms with maximum information content is a truly
interdisciplinary challenge. When Oak Ridge National Laboratory initiated its Environmental Program in early
1970 under a grant from the National Science Foundation, the usefulness of environmental indicators in
assessing the effects of technology was included as one of the initial areas for investigation. James L. Liverman,
through his encouragement and firm belief that these indicators are indispensable if we are to resolve our
complex environmental problems, deserves much of the credit for the publication of this book.
Metamaterials—artificially structured materials with engineered electromagnetic properties—have enabled
unprecedented flexibility in manipulating electromagnetic waves and producing new functionalities. This book
details recent advances in the study of optical metamaterials, ranging from fundamental aspects to up-to-date
implementations, in one unified treatment. Important recent developments and applications such as superlens
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and cloaking devices are also treated in detail and made understandable. The planned monograph can serve as
a very timely book for both newcomers and advanced researchers in this extremely rapid evolving field.
Water Resources Planning, (M50)
How Public Relations Became the Cutting Edge of Corporate Power
Language Connections
Conversations & Case Studies
Resilience and Healing Through Our Connections with Animals
Further Engineering Mathematics
The Cybernetics Moment
Further Engineering MathematicsProgrammes and ProblemsSpringerThe Cybernetics MomentOr Why We
Call Our Age the Information AgeJHU Press
Now available: Nudge: The Final Edition The original edition of the multimillion-copy New York
Times bestseller by the winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics, Richard H. Thaler, and Cass R.
Sunstein: a revelatory look at how we make decisions—for fans of Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink,
Charles Duhigg’s The Power of Habit, James Clear’s Atomic Habits, and Daniel Kahneman’s
Thinking, Fast and Slow Named a Best Book of the Year by The Economist and the Financial Times
Every day we make choices—about what to buy or eat, about financial investments or our
children’s health and education, even about the causes we champion or the planet itself.
Unfortunately, we often choose poorly. Nudge is about how we make these choices and how we can
make better ones. Using dozens of eye-opening examples and drawing on decades of behavioral
science research, Nobel Prize winner Richard H. Thaler and Harvard Law School professor Cass R.
Sunstein show that no choice is ever presented to us in a neutral way, and that we are all
susceptible to biases that can lead us to make bad decisions. But by knowing how people think,
we can use sensible “choice architecture” to nudge people toward the best decisions for
ourselves, our families, and our society, without restricting our freedom of choice.
Public Health Behind Bars From Prisons to Communities examines the burden of illness in the
growing prison population, and analyzes the impact on public health as prisoners are released.
This book makes a timely case for correctional health care that is humane for those incarcerated
and beneficial to the communities they reenter.
This volume describes how to conceptualize, perform, and critique traditional generalized linear
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models (GLMs) from a Bayesian perspective and how to use modern computational methods to
summarize inferences using simulation. Introducing dynamic modeling for GLMs and containing over
1000 references and equations, Generalized Linear Models considers parametric and semiparametric
approaches to overdispersed GLMs, presents methods of analyzing correlated binary data using
latent variables. It also proposes a semiparametric method to model link functions for binary
response data, and identifies areas of important future research and new applications of GLMs.
Syntactic Pattern Recognition, Applications
Digital Pattern Recognition
The Hard Way Up
Reading Early Modern Women's Writing
Syntactic Pattern Recognition
Generalized Linear Models
Fundamentals and Applications

Architecture is often seen as the art of a thinking mind that arranges, organizes and establishes relationships between the parts and
the whole. It is also seen as the art of designing spaces, which we experience through movement and use. Conceptual ordering,
spatial and social narrative are fundamental to the ways in which buildings are shaped, used and perceived. Examining and
exploring the ways in which these three dimensions interact in the design and life of buildings, this intriguing book will be of use to
anyone with an interest in the theory of architecture and architecture's relationship to the cultural human environment.
Why did capitalism and colonialism arise in Europe and not elsewhere? Why were parliamentarian and democratic forms of
government founded there? What factors led to Europe’s unique position in shaping the world? Thoroughly researched and
persuasively argued, Why Europe? tackles these classic questions with illuminating results. Michael Mitterauer traces the roots of
Europe’s singularity to the medieval era, specifically to developments in agriculture. While most historians have located the
beginning of Europe’s special path in the rise of state power in the modern era, Mitterauer establishes its origins in rye and oats.
These new crops played a decisive role in remaking the European family, he contends, spurring the rise of individualism and
softening the constraints of patriarchy. Mitterauer reaches these conclusions by comparing Europe with other cultures, especially
China and the Islamic world, while surveying the most important characteristics of European society as they took shape from the
decline of the Roman empire to the invention of the printing press. Along the way, Why Europe? offers up a dazzling series of novel
hypotheses to explain the unique evolution of European culture.
The theory of objectification offers a perspective to conceptualize learning as a collective cultural-historical process and to
transform classrooms into sites of communal life where students make the experience of an ethics of solidarity, plurality, and
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inclusivity.
The many different mathematical techniques used to solve pattem recognition problems may be grouped into two general
approaches: the decision-theoretic (or discriminant) approach and the syntactic (or structural) approach. In the decision-theoretic
approach, aset of characteristic measurements, called features, are extracted from the pattems. Each pattem is represented by a
feature vector, and the recognition of each pattem is usually made by partitioning the feature space. Applications of decisiontheoretic approach indude character recognition, medical diagnosis, remote sensing, reliability and socio-economics. A relatively
new approach is the syntactic approach. In the syntactic approach, ea ch pattem is expressed in terms of a composition of its
components. The recognition of a pattem is usually made by analyzing the pattem structure according to a given set of rules. Earlier
applications of the syntactic approach indude chromosome dassification, English character recognition and identification of bubble
and spark chamber events. The purpose of this monograph is to provide a summary of the major reeent applications of syntactic
pattem recognition. After a brief introduction of syntactic pattem recognition in Chapter 1, the nin e mai n chapters (Chapters 2-10)
can be divided into three parts. The first three chapters concem with the analysis of waveforms using syntactic methods. Specific
application examples indude peak detection and interpretation of electro cardiograms and the recognition of speech pattems. The
next five chapters deal with the syntactic recognition of two-dimensional pictorial pattems.
Literature, Travel, and Colonial Writing in the English Renaissance, 1545-1625
An Inquiry Into the Development of Nations
Data Literacy in the Real World
Project Vanguard
Advanced Engineering Mathematics
Assessing the Sustainability and Biological Integrity of Water Resources Using Fish Communities
The Devil's Lane

Clinical neuropsychology has become a field of major prominence dur ing the past several years,
as well as a field of great complexity. As a result of the extensive amount of activity that
neuropsychology has experienced recently, two major developments have emerged. First, several
approaches have evolved regarding comprehensive neuro psychological assessment. There are
presently several standard test bat teries in common use, as well as an approach to assessment
that does not make use of standard batteries, but rather fits the evaluation accom plished to
the particular diagnostic problems presented by the indi vidual patient. Second, a great deal
of specialization has emerged, with assessment procedures developed for evaluation of specific
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types of neuropsychological deficit. The purpose of this volume is to review these
developments, particularly with reference to their implications for application in clinical
settings. The history of this book's development is of particular interest. Some years ago, the
Veterans Administration became concerned with developing an optimal method of
neuropsychological assessment for its many health-care related facilities. Initially, the
problem was con ceptualized in terms of whether the VA should encourage wider use of the longestablished Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery (HRB) or promote more extensive use
of the recently developed Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Test Battery (LNNB). A conference
was funded to bring together authorities in clinical neuropsychology to dis cuss this matter
and present a series of papers to invited psychologists from various VA facilities.
This book is designed for a first course in numerical analysis. It differs considerably from
other such texts in its choice of topics.
This volume is the first to identify a significant body of life narratives by working-class
women and to demonstrate their inherent literary significance. Placing each memoir within its
generic, historical, and biographical context, this book traces the shifts in such writings
over time, examines the circumstances which enabled working-class women authors to publish
their life stories, and places these memoirs within a wider autobiographical tradition.
Additionally, Memoirs of Victorian Working-Class Women enables readers to appreciate the clearsightedness, directness, and poignancy of these works.
This book contains the first comprehensive account of writing by women from the mid sixteenth
century through to 1700. At the same time, it traces the way a representative sample of that
writing was published, circulated in manuscript, read, anthologised, reprinted, and discussed
from the time it was produced through to the present day. Salzman's study covers an enormous
range of women from all areas of early modern society, and it covers examples of the many and
varied genres produced by these women, from plays to prophecies, diaries to poems,
autobiographies to philosophy. As well as introducing readers to the wealth of material
produced by women in the early modern period, this book examines changing responses to what was
written, tracing a history of reception and transmission that amounts to a cultural history of
changing taste.
Proceedings of a symposium held during the AAAS meeting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, December
26–31, 1971
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The Medieval Origins of Its Special Path
Nudge
Or Why We Call Our Age the Information Age
Neuroscience, Embodiment, and the Future of Design
Fracture and Size Effect in Concrete and Other Quasibrittle Materials
Genomic Designing for Biotic Stress Resistant Cereal Crops

Intended for use by college and university educators, this book contains theoretical
ideas and practical activities designed to enhance and promote writing across the
curriculum programs. Topics discussed in the 12 major chapters are (1) conceptual
frameworks of the cross writing program; (2) journal writing across the curriculum; (3)
writing and problem solving; (4) assigning and evaluating transactional writing; (5)
audience and purpose in writing; (6) the poetic function of language; (7) using narration
to shape experience; (8) readers and expressive language; (9) what every educator should
know about reading research; (10) reconciling readers and texts; (11) peer critiques,
teacher student conferences, and essay evaluation as a means of responding to student
writing; and (12) the role of the writing laboratory. A concluding chapter provides a
select bibliography on language and learning across the curriculum. (FL)
This Manual of Water Supply Practices provides utility guidance on how to develop an
integrated resource plan for ensuring adequate water supplies to accommodate projected
future water demands. Covers all topics of water resources planning: demand forecasting,
evaluation of potential new source waters, hydrologic modeling, regulatory issues,
environmental impact analysis, public involvement, and economic analysis. Includes sample
Integrated Resources Plans developed by water utilities.
This book presents deliberations on molecular and genomic mechanisms underlying the
interactions of crop plants to the biotic stresses caused by different diseases and pests
that are important to develop resistant crop varieties. Knowledge on the advanced genetic
and genomic crop improvement strategies including molecular breeding, transgenics,
genomic-assisted breeding, and the recently emerging genome editing for developing
resistant varieties in cereal crops is imperative for addressing FHNEE (food, health,
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nutrition, energy, and environment) security. Whole genome sequencing of these crops
followed by genotyping-by-sequencing has provided precise information regarding the genes
conferring resistance useful for gene discovery, allele mining, and shuttle breeding
which in turn opened up the scope for 'designing' crop genomes with resistance to biotic
stresses. The eight chapters each dedicated to a cereal crop in this volume elucidate on
different types of biotic stresses and their effects on and interaction with the crop;
enumerate on the available genetic diversity with regard to biotic stress resistance
among available cultivars; illuminate on the potential gene pools for utilization in
interspecific gene transfer; present brief on classical genetics of stress resistance and
traditional breeding for transferring them to their cultivated counterparts; depict the
success stories of genetic engineering for developing biotic stress-resistant crop
varieties; discuss on molecular mapping of genes and QTLs underlying stress resistance
and their marker-assisted introgression into elite varieties; enunciate on different
genomics-aided techniques including genomic selection, allele mining, gene discovery, and
gene pyramiding for developing adaptive crop varieties with higher quantity and quality
of yields, and also elaborate some case studies on genome editing focusing on specific
genes for generating biotic stress-resistant crops.
This book contains all of Leonardo Da Vinci's drawings on the heart and its physiology,
accompanied by re-translations of all of the associated notes. All Leonardo's drawings
have been interpreted in the light of modern knowledge by a practicing cardiac clinician
and anatomist. The veracity of his work is proven against contemporary dissections of
cardiac structure and comparison of his illustrations with contemporary images generated
by Magnetic Resonance scanners and high definition ultrasound will astound the reader.
Perhaps the most interesting element is the re-dissection of the Ox heart set against
Leonardo’s own drawings. His place in the greater scheme of anatomical development will
be put into context with his ideas of man’s place in the microcosm/macrocosm continuum.
The Theory of Objectification
Programmes and Problems
A Vygotskian Perspective on Knowing and Becoming in Mathematics Teaching and Learning
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The NASA History
The Promise of Adolescence
A Bayesian Perspective
The Heart of Leonardo
This authoritative, illustrated history chronicles the Vanguard project, which placed one of the United States'
earliest successful man-made satellites into Earth orbit. It analyzes scientific and technical challenges, impact
on subsequent missions, and Cold War influences.
Affirmative legislative action in many countries now requires that public spaces and services be made
accessible to disabled people. Although this is often interpreted as access for people with mobility impairments,
such legislation also covers those who are hearing or vision impaired. In these cases, it is often the provision of
advanced technological devices and aids which enables people with sensory impairments to enjoy the theatre,
cinema or a public meeting to the full. Assistive Technology for the Hearin-impaired, Deaf and Deafblind shows
the student of rehabilitation technology how this growing technical provision can be used to support those with
varying reductions in auditory ability and the deafblind in modern society. Features: instruction in the
physiology of the ear together with methods of measurement of hearing levels and loss; the principles of
electrical engineering used in assistive technology for the hearing impaired; description and demonstration of
electrical engineering used in hearing aids and other communications enhancement technologies; explanation
of many devices designed for every-day living in terms of generic electrical engineering; sections of practical
projects and investigations which will give the reader ideas for student work and for self teaching. The
contributors are internationally recognised experts from the fields of audiology, electrical engineering, signal
processing, telephony and assistive technology. Their combined expertise makes Assistive Technology for the
Hearing-impaired, Deaf and Deafblind an excellent text for advanced students in assistive and rehabilitation
technology and to professional engineers and medics working in assistive technology who wish to maintain an
up-to-date knowledge of current engineering advances.
Including in-depth contributions by eminent economists and social scientists, Asian Transformations examines
the phenomenal changes transforming economies in this continent and shifting the balance of economic power
in the world, while reflecting on the future prospects in Asia over the next twenty-five years.
--Uncovers the secret history of the PR industry-- This book charts the relentless rise of the public relations
industry and how it has transformed our society. Revealing the roots of the PR movement in the years leading
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up to the First World War, it sh
Including Dimensionless Numbers and Scales
Public Health Behind Bars
Realizing Opportunity for All Youth
Proceedings of an Advanced Seminar Conducted by the Mathematics Research Center, the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, May 3–5, 1976
Sex and Race in the Early South
Classification and Clustering
Clinical Application of Neuropsychological Test Batteries

Leading neuroscientists and architects explore how the built environment affects our behavior, thoughts,
emotions, and well-being. Although we spend more than ninety percent of our lives inside buildings, we
understand very little about how the built environment affects our behavior, thoughts, emotions, and wellbeing. We are biological beings whose senses and neural systems have developed over millions of years; it
stands to reason that research in the life sciences, particularly neuroscience, can offer compelling insights into
the ways our buildings shape our interactions with the world. This expanded understanding can help architects
design buildings that support both mind and body. In Mind in Architecture, leading thinkers from architecture
and other disciplines, including neuroscience, cognitive science, psychiatry, and philosophy, explore what
architecture and neuroscience can learn from each other. They offer historical context, examine the implications
for current architectural practice and education, and imagine a neuroscientifically informed architecture of the
future. Architecture is late in discovering the richness of neuroscientific research. As scientists were finding
evidence for the bodily basis of mind and meaning, architecture was caught up in convoluted cerebral games
that denied emotional and bodily reality altogether. This volume maps the extraordinary opportunity that
engagement with cutting-edge neuroscience offers present-day architects. Contributors Thomas D. Albright,
Michael Arbib, John Paul Eberhard, Melissa Farling, Vittorio Gallese, Alessandro Gattara, Mark L. Johnson, Harry
Francis Mallgrave, Iain McGilchrist, Juhani Pallasmaa, Alberto Pérez-Gómez, Sarah Robinson
This book examines the application of fish community characteristics to evaluate the sustainability and
biological integrity of freshwaters. Topics include perspectives on use of fish communities as environmental
indicators in program development, collaboration, and partnership forming; influence of specific taxa on
assessment of the IBI; regional applications for areas where the IBI had not previously been developed; and
specific applications of the IBI developed for coldwater streams, inland lakes, Great Lakes, reservoirs, and
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tailwaters.
The book provides a state-of-art overview of computational methods for nonlinear aeroelasticity and load
analysis, focusing on key techniques and fundamental principles for CFD/CSD coupling in temporal domain.
CFD/CSD coupling software design and applications of CFD/CSD coupling techniques are discussed in detail as
well. It is an essential reference for researchers and students in mechanics and applied mathematics.
Fracture and Size Effect in Concrete and Other Quasibrittle Materials is the first in-depth text on the application
of fracture mechanics to the analysis of failure in concrete structures. The book synthesizes a vast number of
recent research results in the literature to provide a comprehensive treatment of the topic that does not give
merely the facts - it provides true understanding. The many recent results on quasibrittle fracture and size
effect, which were scattered throughout many periodicals, are compiled here in a single volume. This book
presents a well-rounded discussion of the theory of size effect and scaling of failure loads in structures. The size
effect, which is the most important practical manifestation of fracture behavior, has become a hot topic. It has
gained prominence in current research on concrete and quasibrittle materials. The treatment of every subject in
Fracture and Size Effect in Concrete and Other Quasibrittle Materials proceeds from simple to complex, from
specialized to general, and is as concise as possible using the simplest level of mathematics necessary to treat
the subject clearly and accurately. Whether you are an engineering student or a practicing engineer, this book
provides you with a clear presentation, including full derivations and examples, from which you can gain real
understanding of fracture and size effect in concrete and other quasibrittle materials.
Architecture and Narrative
Indicators of Environmental Quality
Report of a Joint FAO/WHO/UNU Expert Consultation : Rome, 17-24 October 2001
Transforming Trauma
Numerical Analysis For Applied Mathematics, Science, And Engineering
Asian Transformations

Knowing how to recognize the role data plays in our lives is critical to navigating
today's complex world. In this volume, you'll find two kinds of professional development
tools to support that growth. Part I contains pre-made professional development via links
to webinars from the 2016 and 2017 4T Virtual Conference on Data Literacy, along with
discussion questions and activities that can animate conversations around data in your
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school. Part II explores data "in the wild" with case studies pulled from the headlines,
along with provocative discussion questions, professionals and students alike can explore
multiple perspectives at play with Big Data, data privacy, personal data management,
ethical data use, and citizen science.
This publication contains information on the expert consultation which took place in
October 2001 in Rome, Italy, organised by the FAO in conjunction with the WHO and the
United Nations University, to consider human energy requirements of populations
throughout the life cycle and to make dietary energy recommendations. The report includes
a CD-ROM with software and instruction manual on calculating population energy
requirements and food needs.
Cybernetics—the science of communication and control as it applies to machines and to
humans—originates from efforts during World War II to build automatic anti-aircraft
systems. Following the war, this science extended beyond military needs to examine all
systems that rely on information and feedback, from the level of the cell to that of
society. In The Cybernetics Moment, Ronald R. Kline, a senior historian of technology,
examines the intellectual and cultural history of cybernetics and information theory,
whose language of "information," "feedback," and "control" transformed the idiom of the
sciences, hastened the development of information technologies, and laid the conceptual
foundation for what we now call the Information Age. Kline argues that, for about twenty
years after 1950, the growth of cybernetics and information theory and ever-more-powerful
computers produced a utopian information narrative—an enthusiasm for information science
that influenced natural scientists, social scientists, engineers, humanists,
policymakers, public intellectuals, and journalists, all of whom struggled to come to
grips with new relationships between humans and intelligent machines. Kline traces the
relationship between the invention of computers and communication systems and the rise,
decline, and transformation of cybernetics by analyzing the lives and work of such
notables as Norbert Wiener, Claude Shannon, Warren McCulloch, Margaret Mead, Gregory
Bateson, and Herbert Simon. Ultimately, he reveals the crucial role played by the
cybernetics moment—when cybernetics and information theory were seen as universal
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sciences—in setting the stage for our current preoccupation with information
technologies.
This book focuses on research developments, models, and practical applications of animalassisted interventions for diverse populations who have experienced trauma. Physiological
and psychological trauma is explored across three broad areas: 1) child maltreatment and
family violence; 2) acute and post-traumatic stress, including that which is associated
with military service, war, and developmental trauma; and 3) times of crisis, such as
natural disasters and the ever-increasing risks associated with climate change, community
violence, terrorism, and periods of personal loss and grief. Contributing authors, who
include both national and international experts in the fields of human-animal connection
and trauma, discuss how our relationships with animals can help build resiliency and
foster healing to transform trauma and trauma response.
Or, The Ruin on the Rock
Secresy
A Century of Spin
The Formation of Space and Cultural Meaning
From Prisons to Communities
Syntactic Methods in Pattern Recognition
Optical Metamaterials
400 entries supplemented by about 500 references to sources. Gives definition, relevant historical facts, and,
usually, some indication of the magnitude of the unit. Arrangement is alphabetical by name of unit.
Appendixes give table of fundamental physical constants, details of standardization committees and
conferences, a table of British and American weights and measures, and conversion tables. In the latest
edition "particular attention has been given to SI units and tables are provided which give the factors needed
to convert CGS to SI values and vice-versa."--Pref. Indexed.
Assistive Technology for the Hearing-impaired, Deaf and Deafblind
Mind in Architecture
Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness
Why Europe?
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